Abstract. This paper presents an innovative method with the variable-learning-rate-based back propagation neural network (BPNN) for establishing a quality prediction model of tobacco redrying process. First, characteristics of the process and correlation of the process variables are analyzed, and eight input parameters and two output quality indicators of the model are determined. Second, a quality prediction model of the tobacco redrying process is established by using the BPNN structure. In the process of network training, BP algorithm is improved by using the method of variable learning rate, and satisfactory prediction results are obtained. Finally, in order to verify the effectiveness of this method, the improved BPNN model is applied for simulation experiment, and is compared with ordinary BPNN. The prediction results show that the improved model possesses strong self-learning function and higher prediction accuracy.
Introduction
Tobacco redrying is a re-curing process after the tobacco drying for the first time, which has a direct impact on the production quality of the cigarette industry. This process includes three phases: drying, cooling and moisture regain [1] . Quality control is one of the research emphasis during tobacco redrying process, and the method of intelligent control is usually applied to the quality control of tobacco redryer to realize that the parameters of every PID control link of tobacco redryer, it automatically adjusted on line, and the output tobacco moisture and temperature is controlled at the range of technology demand [2] . At present, predictive control is a good method to guarantee the quality of products, and the establishment of a quality prediction model is the premise to realize the predictive control.
The tobacco redrying process has obvious characteristics of multi-interference, strong coupling, great hysteresis, nonlinear and uncertainty. The neural network method is more effective in the establishment of the quality prediction model of tobacco redrying process. The neural network method can describe the characteristics of the object without establishing the physical model of the object, it has the advantages of parallel processing, strong learning ability and sound robustness. Therefore, it has been widely used in complex systems [3, 4] . In recent years, scholars have put forward the neural network method to apply in object of industrial production modeling, which has achieved significant control effect [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . However, this method is less applied in the modeling of tobacco redrying process.
In this research, we developed a variable-learning-rate neural network based quality prediction model for the tobacco redrying process.
Characteristic Analysis of Process
Impact factors of Process. In the tobacco redrying process, the most direct quality indicators are tobacco moisture and temperature. The technical index requires that tobacco moisture is controlled between 11.5% and 13.5%, and tobacco temperature is controlled between 50 ℃ and 60 .
℃ The goal 5th International Conference on Measurement, Instrumentation and Automation (ICMIA 2016) of the production process control is that process parameters are adjusted to make the tobacco moisture and temperature reach the process index requirements. Assuming the external environment of tobacco redrying is the same, and for tobacco of the same planting area, the same variety and the same grade, the main influence factors of the tobacco moisture and temperature are: tobacco leaf moisture at entrance (M e ), tobacco temperature at entrance (T e ), tobacco feed flow (F f ), the speed of tobacco transport chain car (V), temperature of four drying sections (T d1 , T d2 , T d3 , T d4 ), heating steam (S h ), moisture of cooling zone(M cz ), temperature of cooling zone(T cz ), water flow of moisture regain(F r ), steam of moisture regain(S r ) and so on, and there exists strong coupling between these factors.
Correlation analysis. 500 groups samples of data are obtained randomly from the historical database of the same planting area, the same variety and the same grade. This includes 13 data samples:
Those samples are used for statistical analysis. The correlation between any two variables can be calculated by Eq. 1 [9] :
In the Eq. 1, r represents correlation coefficient, X and Y represent any two variables, and N represents number of samples. When the correlation coefficient of two variables r=1, it shows that the two variables are completely correled; when r=0, it shows that the two variables do not have linear correlation; when r>0.7, it could be considered that strong correlation exists between the two variables. According to the strong correlation coefficient standard 0.7, there is a strong correlation between S h and T d1 , T d2 , T d3 , T d4 . Similarly, it can draw that there exists a strong correlation between S h and M cz , S h and T cz , T d1 and T cz , T d2 and T cz , T d3 and T cz , T d4 and T cz . To ensure that the variables of neural network input layer have mutual independence, this paper chooses M e , T e , F f , V, M cz , T cz , F r and S r as the input parameters of neural network model.
Neural Network Prediction Model of Tobacco Redrying Process
BPNN is a mature neural network. The BP algorithm is essentially a gradient descent method, and the learning results exist the inevitable problem of local minimum. As the learning rate remains unchanged in the learning process, the algorithm convergence speed may be slow, or even non-convergent. Therefore, in order to improve training speed and model accuracy, the ordinary BP algorithm must be improved. We adopted a method of variable learning rate based.
Quality prediction model. BPNN with 3-layers is adopted to establish a prediction model. The inputs of the neural network are determined to: M e , T e , F f , V, M cz , T cz , F r and S r , and the model outputs are tobacco moisture and temperature of re-dryer exit（respectively as M and T）. So the number of neuron input and output are 8 and 2. And the hidden layer neuron number is calculated to 20 according to the empirical formula. The neural network structure is shown in Fig. 1 . BP algorithm of variable learning rate. The prediction model is the basis of parameter optimization, whose accuracy has great significance to ensure optimization effectiveness and reliability. Although the ordinary BP algorithm is effective, the convergence speed is very slow near the target point. When describing complex systems, it can never ensure the global convergence and falls into the local minimum. Thereby the ordinary BP algorithm needs to be improved. There are mainly two ways to improve the BP algorithm; using a heuristic learning method and using a more efficient optimization algorithm. Usually, two optimization algorithms of increasing momentum terms and changing learning rate are adopted to improve network training performance [9, 10] . This paper uses a variable-learning-rate-based BP algorithm training Eq. 2.
Through the adjustment of network weight value w to the error function decrease along the negative gradient direction:
In Eq. 3, When adjusting network weight value, it assumes that learning rate η is a linear function of the number of iterative learning (expressed as t), the maximum learning rate is η max ，and the minimum learning rate is η min . After each learning, the learning rate variable quantity is defined to:
Then the learning rate of the tth time learning is: 
Results and discussion
This research presented a variablelearningratebased approach to create a tobacco redrying process quality predictor. Eight BPNN manufacturing process parameters and two quality indicators were dedicated to train and test the network.
The neural networks were first trained using 450 samples of training data, then 50 samples of verifying data were used to make predictions, and the network performance was obtained by calculating the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). The BPNN performance is shown in Table 1 . Table 1 that the training precision of the improved BPNN moisture and temperature quality predictor had an RMSE of up to 0.020 and 0.0076, and its testing precision amount was an RMSE of up to 0.012 and 0.0066. Whereas the training precision of the ordinary BPNN moisture and temperature quality predictor had an RMSE of 0.045 and 0.010, and its testing precision amount was an RMSE of 0.027 and 0.017. As such, the performance of the improved BPNN quality predictor was better than that of the ordinary BPNN quality predictor. A comparison between the actual and predicted values via ordinary BPNN and improved BPNN moisture and temperature quality predictors are represented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . The results showed that the variable-learning-rate-based BPNN had a better prediction effect than ordinary BPNN, the forecasting accuracy reached more than 90%, and can accurately reflect the quality trend of tobacco redrying machine exports moisture and temperature in the normal production process. Based on these results, improved BPNN can provide effective guidance for solving the tobacco redrying machine quality optimal control problem.
However, because the actual tobacco production process is dynamic, the tobacco redrying process quality prediction BPNN model needs to change constantly as the samples are updated. When the model is undertaking self-learning, the latest samples are joined into the self-learning library files, and the similar and earliest samples are eliminated, so as to always keep a uniform quantity of learning samples. Therefore, in order to enhance the prediction precision of the product quality in the dynamic system, it is essential to extract the dynamic data of the process parameters.
Conclusion
The tobacco redrying process control and optimal parameter settings for the product properties requires very accurate quality prediction. This research presented a model based on variable learning rate BPNN for quality prediction of the tobacco redrying process. Eight manufacturing process parameters and two quality indicators were dedicated to train and test the networks. In addition, another ordinary BPNN model was employed for comparison. The results revealed that the improved BPNN model proposed not only increased the prediction performance of product quality effectively and obtained more reliable product quality in advance, but also solved the problem of quality modeling difficulties of the tobacco redrying process. In future extensions, the proposed approach will be employed to the process control for improving the prediction precision of the product quality in the tobacco redrying machine.
